I. INTRODUCTION In part I of this series of papers' we discussed how the linear response functions can be used to study the electromagnetic field fluctuations. In parts II and III ' ' we discussed several applications of this formalism and a number of new effects which arise as a result of the presence of dielectric and conducting surfaces. %e also discussed how the formalism of I can be generalized to discuss electromagnetic fields which are not necessarily in thermal equilibrium.
In the present paper we discuss how The lifetimes and the shifts of various states can be easily obtained using the first-order perturbation theory. We, however, follow a different route.
We will obtain the master equation for the reduced density operator corresponding to the atomic system. This will enable us to discuss both kinematical and dynamical aspects of spontaneous emission. Consider the interaction between two quantum-mechanical systems S and A. We write the in- where II~and H~a re the unperturbed Hamiltonians of S and R, respectively, and G~] (G [s] ) is a system (reservoir R) operator. We will assume that the field operators at different space-time points and their evaluation. We also comment on the spontaneous emission from a harmonic oscillator in the presence of an interface and the effects of the anisotropy of the dielectric function on the shifts and widths of the states. As in the previous papers of this series, we will assume that nonlinear interactions inside the dielectric are not important. system A is large enough so that it can be treated as a reservoir, i.e. , the unperturbed spectrum of g is quasicontinuous. In our problem the radiation field acts like a reservoir. We are specifically interested in the evolution of S due to interaction with R. We assume that the initial state of the total system is such that (p standing for the density operator) p(t = 0} = p"(0}p~ (0), (2.2) and that p~ (0) where p~(t) is the density operator in the interaction picture. The brackets (~~~) in (2.7) denote the ensemble average with respect to p"(0), i e.
(G "(r"7)GBs (r"o)) -= Tr~(pz(0)G "(r"7)G 8 (r"o)j. ':s(b, b, v) [(v (S ) , [(v (V -v) $~(r"r"v) =-, '(fE"(r"T),E8(r"0)j),
(2.20) Using (2.12) and (2.13), we obtain a similar equation for (Q) (3.4) and (3.5) are given by (II 3. 3) , (II 3.4) , viz.
X,
.'. ss(r, r', u&) = --X, (u, v, u&) exp[iu(x -x') + iv(y -y') +im(z +z ')], 
which on evaluation leads to (3.14) We have actually modified the response functions"
given by (II 3.3) by assuming that the region 0~z &~i s occupied by a dielectric characterized by dielectric function e((»)). We will need these modified response functions at the end of this section.
On combining (3.4) , (3.5) , (3.6) 3.10) Equations (3.8) and (3.9) (3.32) y",
which on simplification reduce to
we ca.n rewrite (3.20) and (3.21) a.s (3.26) ' x' x4 (3.29)
(3.37) (3.30) The surface-dependent contribution to the Lamb shift of the excited and ground states can be obhence it is clear from (3.27) and (3.28) that the large-distance behavior of 0 is dominated by the terms 0 (' and 0 ' i.e. ,
(3.38)
In the general case, Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) 
4 (0) few numerical curves are presented in our earlier communication. We now make a few remarks concerning the energy shifts and lifetimes associated with the states of a multilevel atom. We have seen [Eq. (3.24) ] that in presence of a conductor 0"I, has a logarithmic behavior (Q!, ' -1/x') in contrast to 0 '"~w hich has a 1/x' behavior for small distances. The energy shift of each level will have a 1/x' behavior as is obvious from (2.23), (3.24) , and (3.25). The energy shifts for a multilevel atom will also have the 1/x' behavior as is clear from (2.26). The leading term in {2. 26) can be written as (considering only the surface-dependent part) (3.42) and hence
If we compare (3.40) with (3.37), we find that when the atom is embedded inside the dielectric then y is a decaying function of x (no oscillatory dependence) in contrast to the case when the atom is outside whence the dependence is also damped but oscillatory. For short distances, {3. 40) reduces to (3.45) (b"=b, =0, b, =b) in the space between the two conductors, which is assumed to be free space (vacuum) . We again consider the two cases separately, namely, the dipole transition is (i) parallel to the interface, and (ii) perpendicular to z axis. We again assume, as before, that in the first case the orientation of the dipole moment in x-y plane is random. The damping coefficients would be given by (3.4) and (3.5) . The response functions which appear in (3.4) and (3.5) 
If the orientation of the dipole moment were com- 12) which is identical to (3.13) . [E,(b,o) The asymptotic expansion of (6.12) will be (@ &0) We first consider how the image method has been used for a single two-level atom in presence of a conductor. One replaces the effect of the conductor by an image atom located at (0, 0, -5). The state of the combined system is taken to depend on the orientation of the dipole moment. The initial state of the two atom system is taken to be q (0)=(182 )(I+-&-I-+&), (8.4) if the dipole moment is parallel to the surface z =0 and is taken to be 4.(o) =(I/~2 )(I+-&+I -+) ), (s.5) if the dipole moment is perpendicular to the surface z =0. Thus the emission from a two-level atom in presence of a mirror is taken to be equivalent to that from a system of two atoms with appropriate initial state. On substituting (8.4) and (8.5) in (8.3), we easily obtain
where (8.2) has been used. The results so obtained coincide with the results (3.17) and (3.18) obtained by using QED. Thus the above ad hoc assumptions (8.4) and (8.5) where Q' and Q" are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of Q. It is clear from (A5) and (A6) that = X, " zz(r', r,~) .
The real part of X is related to X" by (Al) 7T Q p d&o' coth(2P&u') Im)(;&zz(r, r', &g') oo g, ',zz(r, r', u) = -du'(&u' -e) )t, ",zz(r, r', (u'), oo (A2) which on using (Al) can be written as &[((u' -(u) ' -((cr'+(o) 
The symmetrized correlation function 8 &, .~defined by (2.15), is real and hence Q,",zzo(r, r'. , e) = --d&u' Imy;&zz(r, r', u')
where the additional subscript indicates the temperature. x Imp"~s(r, r', (u') [((u' -(o) ' -((o'+ (v) '] . (b, b, (o) [((o' -(u) ' -((u'+(o) '] . [cf. our explicit expression for the case of a conductor Eqs. (3.22) , (3.23) x [e,(u, v) 
In order to obtain the response functions we solve the boundary value problem as we did in paper I.
The result of such a calculation is that the equations (I 5.43) and (I 5.44) should be replaced by
The angular spectrum representation essentially involves two unknowns, e"and e"which are to be fixed by the boundary conditions at z =0. The asymptotic expansion of (D2), for e, and e, real and positive, is given by" E -2wik e'~' -e, (k, Je, -, k Re, -)a"
A.
, '= e, -(e,/e, ) g', g = 2k, b .
We can now use (D11) and (D12) to obtain the re- 
On comparison of (D14) and (6.17) we find that the
